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In  this  paper,  we  propose  a quasi  common-path  interferometer  based  on a  two  beams  configuration  (TBC)
using  simultaneous  phase  shifting  interferometry  modulated  by  polarization  that  shows  insensitivity
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against  external  vibration.  Due  to the  fact  that  the  configuration  is  capable  of  obtaining  two  beams
whose  separation  can  be varied,  according  to the  characteristics  of  the  grid  used,  to  obtain  the  interference
patterns.  It can  be  used  to  implement  a  quasi-common  path  interferometer  that  allows  the  measurement
of dynamic  events  with  high  accuracy.  For  demodulate  the  fringe  patterns  generated  by the  optical  system
we  using  the  conventional  four  step  phase  shifting  method.  Experimental  results  are  also  given.

© 2012 Elsevier GmbH. All rights reserved.
rating
olarization

. Introduction

In this paper, we propose a quasi common path interferome-
er using polarizing phase shifting interferometry [1–3]. Currently,
hase-shifting techniques for polarization are being applied in var-

ous areas such as, digital holography [4–6], ESPI and shearography
7–11] because they allow non-invasive analysis of the samples. The
se of phase shifting modulated by polarization has the advantage
f not requiring mechanical components, such as PZT, to obtain
he phase shifts, decreasing the sensibility of the system against
xternal vibrations. The developed system is capable of obtain two
eams with adjustable separation, this allows the two beams move

n the x-axis or y-axis, for convenience; it can be used to implement
 quasi-common path interferometer that allows the measurement
f phase profiled of transparent samples. The optical set-up pro-
osed use conventional lineal polarizers placed at conventional
ngles presenting the advantage of not require micro-polarizer’s
rrays [12,13] and the interferometer is stable to external vibra-

ions. Unlike previously proposed interferometers, this system does
ot use a conventional double window; it generates two  beams
hose separation can be varied according to the characteristics of

∗ Corresponding authors at: Centro de Investigaciones en Óptica, A.C., León, Gto,
exico. Tel.: +55 294 9422796.
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Fig. 1. Quasi common path interferometer. M:  mirror; PBS: polarizing beam splitter;
O(x, y): object plane; O′(x, y): image plane; Li: lens; G(�,�): phase grid; Pi: polarizers;
Qi: quarter wave plates.

the phase grid used for generated 2D interference patterns. Exper-
imental results for phase objects are also presented.

2. Experimental set-up

Fig. 1 shows the experimental set-up used. A linear polariz-
ing filter (P0) generates linearly polarized light oriented to 45◦
entering in the arrangement shown in Fig. 1 enclosed a rectangle,
from a YVO3 laser operating at 532 nm.  This set-up generates
two  displaced beams by moving a same distance �x to mirror M
and the polarizing beam splitter (PBS), enabling one to change
the spacing x0 between beams centres. The presented system
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Fig. 2. (a) Replicas in the image plane for each beams, (b) resultant interference
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atterns, from beam separation of x0 = 0.8 cm,  (c) by changing beam separation, we
an  properly interfere different order diffractions, for x0 = 1.8 cm.

implifies other arrangements, which is coupled a Mach Zehnder
nterferometer or Cyclic Shear interferometer to generate a double

indow, making it more stable to external vibrations. In order
o generate cross circular polarization beams, we  place a quarter
ave plate (Q) on each beam, QL and QR placed in the path of beam

 and B respectively. The system is coupled to 4-f  arrangement
sing two similar achromatic lenses of focal length f = 20 cm and

 phase grid G(�,�) placed as the system’s pupil with frequency
 = 110 ln/mm.  In the phase grid used, � = u/�f and � = v/�f are
he frequency coordinates (u,v) scaled to wavelength � and focal
ength f.

Diffraction orders appear on the image plane, forming a
ectangular array. Around each order, an interference pattern
ppears due to the optical fields associated to each beam when
roper matching conditions are met. The interference patterns
rise due to the superposition of the diffraction patterns gen-
rated by each beam. The resulting centered phase grid can be
ritten as

(�, �) =
∞∑

q=−∞
Jq(2�Ag)ei2�·qX0�

∞∑
r=−∞

Jr(2�Ag)ei2�·rX0� (1)

ith 2�Ag being the grating phase amplitude, and Jq and Jr the
essel functions of the first kind of integer order q, r respectively.
0 is the separation of two neighbouring diffraction orders in the

mage plane. The Fourier transform of the phase grid becomes

˜ (x, y) =
q=∞∑
q=−∞

r=∞∑
r=−∞

Jq(2�Ag) Jr(2�Ag) ı(x − qX0, y − rX0) (2)
. Polarizing phase shifting grid interferometry

Phase grid interferometry is based on a two crossed phase grat-
ng placed as the pupil in a 4-f  Fourier optical system. A convenient
Fig. 3. Platform based on a Labview used to automatize the interferograms capture
and  phase processing. (a) Interference patterns, (b) phase profile of the phase object.

beam pair for a grating interferometer implies a vectorial amplitude
transmittance given by

�O(x, y) = �JL · A
(
x + x0

2
,  y
)

+ �JRB
(
x − x0

2
,  y
)

(3)

where x0 is considered as the mutual separations between the
centres of each beam along the coordinate axis, with an arbitrary
retardation ˛′ = 1.519 rad and the Jones vectors, �JL and �JR, defined
as

JL =
(

1

ei˛
′

)
, �JR =

(
1

e−i˛′

)
(4)

One beam aperture can be described as A(x, y), and the second
one as B(x, y) = ei�(x,y), representing a relative phase between both
beams described by �(x, y). As shown in Fig. 1, placing a grating
of spatial period d = �f/x0 on the Fourier plane, the correspond-
ing transmittance is given by G(�, �). The image �O′(x, y) formed

by the system consists basically of replications of each beam at
distances X0; that is, the convolution of �O(x, y) with the Fourier
transform of the phase grating. Invoking the condition of matching
first-neighbouring orders, X0 = x0, q′ = q + 1 and r′ = r, the image
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ig. 4. Representative frames. Temporal evolution of the phase profile of the flame.
cale [−1,1] rad.

s then basically described by

� ′(x, y) = �O(x, y) ⊗ G̃(x, y) = �JL
∞∑
q,r

JqJr · A(x − (q + 1/2)x0, y − rx0)

+�JR
∞∑
q′,r′
Jq′ Jr′ · B(x − (q′ + 1/2)x0, y − r′x0)

=
∞∑

q=−∞

∞∑
r=−∞

{�JLJqJr + �JRJq+1Jr · e[i�(x−(q+1/2)x0,y−rx0)]} (5)

After placing a linear polarizing filter at an angle   in the trans-
ission axis, its irradiance results as being proportional to

�J′LJqJr + �J′RJq+1Jre
i�(x′,y′)

∥∥2 = A( , ˛′) · [(JqJr)
2 + (Jq+1Jr)

2

+2JqJ2r Jq+1 · cos[	( , ˛′) − �(x′, y′)]] (6)

here x’ and y’ are the coordinates of the image plane,

�
 =

(
cos2  sin   cos  

sin   cos   sin2 

)
, �J′L = �P �JL, �J′R = �P �JR (7)

( , ˛′) and 	( , ˛′) are defined as [8].  Fringe contrast mqr is rep-
esented by

qr = 2JqJq+1

J2q + J2q+1

, (8)

here each fringe contrast depends on the relative phases between
he Bessel functions Jq.

.1. 2D interference patterns generated by diffraction

The interference patterns are obtained from the interference
etween the replicas of each beam, centred on each diffraction
rder. Fig. 2(a) presents the replicas of beam A, with right cir-
ular polarization, and the replicas of beam B, with left circular
olarization; each order is superposed depending on separation x0
f the beams at the output of the system. Fig. 2(b) presents the
nterference pattern generated by the interference of contiguous
rders [(−1,−2)(0,−1)(+1,0)(+2,+1)], where x0 = 0.8 cm.  In order to
resent one of the principals novelties of the system proposed,
nterference patterns generated by other diffraction orders are
resented.

Fig. 2(c) presents the interference pattern generated by the
nterference of orders [(−2,0)(−1,+1)(0,+2)] with x0 = 1.8 cm.  The
nterior results presented allow obtaining interference patterns
k 123 (2012) 1742– 1745

with the same amplitude and modulation. Out  of conve-
nience, the experimental results presented in this work were
retrieved through the use of contiguous order interference only,
Fig. 2(b).

The experimental observations suggest a simplification for the
polarizing filters array due of the phase grid used [2] thus, it is not
necessary to use four linear polarizing filters covering four patterns,
only two polarizer’s need to be placed, each one covering two  pat-
terns with complementary phase shifts (See Fig. 2(b)). Then,  1 = 0◦

and  2 = 46.577◦, which leads to phase shifts 	 of 0, � and �/2 and
3�/2.

4. Experimental results

Due of the use of interference patterns with same ampli-
tude and modulation, scaling and normalization procedure were
not necessary, each interferogram obtained was filtered using a
low-pass filtering process before phase calculation. The method
used for unwrap the phase data was a Quality-Guided Path Fol-
lowing Method [14,15]. For automate the capture and process
the phase, we developed a program using Labview 8.5. We  are
capable of capture one image every 100 ms  with a resolution
of 480 × 480 pixels. The four interferograms retrieved have rel-
ative �/2 phase shifts generated simultaneously and distributed
in a four quadrant image. In order to obtain the optical phase,
first a reference phase map  is taken, to be subtracted with
the phase map of the object in each capture, this is shown in
Fig. 3. The four shifted interferograms captured in a shot are
shown in Fig. 3(a). The respective phase profile is presented in
Fig. 3(b).

Fig. 4 shows the temporal phase evolution for a thin flame can-
dle. These results show that dynamic phase objects can be analyzed
with the proposed optical system used [1,13,16].

5. Conclusions

The polarizing phase shifting quasi common path interferome-
ter has been described capable of analyse the optical phase data of
phase objects. This system is able to obtain several interferograms
simultaneously. The combination of grids and conventional polar-
izing elements optimize the interferometric system, and allows the
analysis of static and dynamic objects.

As a proposal of future work, the preliminary results presented
of the thin flame suggest the dynamic measurements of tempera-
ture fields after a proper characterization, calibration of the optical
system and theoretical model.
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